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"Black moms accept primary responsibility for all aspects
of their children’s lives. She is the breadwinner in her
home out of necessity, and the sacrifices she makes now
drive her to redirect her dreams toward herself in the
future. But for now, her main concern is instilling a sense
of happiness, positive imagery and resilience in her
children as they face bias now and certainly in the future."
- Toya Mitchell, Multicultural Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
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Black moms
Black moms

are more likely to take on full household responsibilities
unhappy with the lack of academic rigor
are unfamiliar with their child’s world, but it doesn’t impact their connection
are conflicted with their image in advertising media
strive to raise well-rounded, resilient children
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This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
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Figure 14: Educational attainment of birth mother, by Black and total moms, 2017
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Figure 21: Contributions to the household – Household duties, by marital status, June 2019
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Desire for real images is subjective
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Empty Nesters’ Dreams
Black moms seek to redirect attention to themselves once the kids leave
Figure 26: Empty nester’s dreams, by Black and total moms, June 2019
Black moms across all ages sacrifice now, will reward themselves later
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Greatest gap in desire for new experiences between college-educated moms
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Parenting Pain Points
Black moms navigate raising the kids in an unfamiliar world
Figure 29: Parenting pain points, June 2019
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Older moms manage teenagers’ angst in a new world
Figure 30: Parenting pain points, by generation, June 2019
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Attitudes toward Children’s Education
Black moms are not as satisfied in their children’s education
Figure 33: Attitudes toward children’s education, by Black and total moms, June 2019
Homeownership stronger indicator than suburban setting in determining school satisfaction
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Black moms want their kids to be happy and resilient
Figure 38: Attitudes toward children’s growth, June 2019
Moms who navigate unfamiliar territory have difficulty letting go
Figure 39: Attitudes toward growth – I want my children to discover the world on their own, by various demographics, June 2019
Moms whose lives are centered on their kids enjoy them the most
Figure 40: Attitudes toward children’s growth – I enjoy every moment with my kids, by various demographics, June 2019
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Figure 41: Attitudes toward children’s growth – It is important that my kids fit in with their peers, by various demographics, June 2019
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